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Conference Organizers and Speakers
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Michael Robbins, PhD.
President of the University of the Seven Rays 
Facilitator, Pre-Conference Esoteric Astrology Workshop 
Facilitator, Pre-Conference Advancing Seven Ray Seminar 

Michael will present on the following topics (times will be announced in program): 

  

Forerunners of the Light: Illuminating and Manifesting the Divine Plan

A Brief Excursion through the Names of the Third Ray Lord

The One and the Many—Identifying as Either and Both  

The Infinitistic Perspective: How Small is Small? How Big is Big? The Mathematics of Self-Realization

Knowing You are Next to Nothing; Knowing You are Everything; Knowing You are the NO-THING

MICHAEL ROBBINS, Ph.D. in Psychology, Ph.D.E. in Esoteric Philosophy. As Co-founder and President of the University of the

Seven Rays, and Director of the Morya Federation— Schools of Occult Meditation (the Internet expression of the USR), Michael

(and his coworkers) has persistently sounded and sustained the note for sponsoring USR/SRI Conference, now in its 33rd year. 

 

As a long-standing teacher of the Ageless Wisdom through the study of the Seven Rays, Esoteric Astrology, Cosmology, and

Rayology, he has inspired students worldwide, some of whom have gone on to form their own organizations to continue the

spread of the Ageless Wisdom. Michael is the author of   (two volumes on Rayology),   (a

philosophical treatise on the nature of Essential Identity) and is currently writing a three-volume treatise on  . His

completed works are available for purchase and, are also available with a number of works in progress, online and free of charge.

Michael’s extensive commentaries on 

 and astrology can be accessed through the Makara Website. 

 

Michael is the co-creator (with Rick Good) of the Personality Identity Profile (PIP II) now offered in a new version over the Internet

and used widely for purposes of ray assessment. Michael has composed and authored fifteen musical, ceremonial ritual dramas

and astrological   that facilitate the invocation and expression of energies of the twelve Zodiacal Signs for the

monthly festivals of the emerging New World Religion. He resides in Helsinki, Finland with his wife, Tuija with whom he

collaborates closely in teaching the Ageless Wisdom, and in Phoenix, Arizona where he collaborates musically with Harold Moses.

Tuija and Michael direct the Northern Light Mystery School in Finland and present classes in esotericism internationally.

Tapestry of the Gods Infinitization of Selfhood

Esoteric Astrology

A Treatise on Cosmic Fire, The Rays and the Initiations and Discipleship in the New Age, Vols. I

and II,

Solar Fire Festivals

Halina Bak-Hughes

HALINA BAK-HUGHES has been a life-long student of the  (Trans-Himalayan Wisdom, Vipassana

Meditation (S. N. Goenka in the tradition of Sayagyi U Ba Khin), Theosophy, Esoteric Christianity, Metaphysics, Ritual Ceremony

and Meditation for a New World Spirituality and Religion) that began in her youth when experiencing the rituals and sacraments

of the church which led to  in an esoteric lineage. After years of immersion in the Ageless Wisdom

Interbeing: The Aquarian Christ Pervading the Manifestation Process

“Ageless Wisdom Teachings”

‘Ordination and Consecration’

https://www.sevenray.org/
https://www.sevenray.org/about-us.html
https://www.sevenray.org/education.html
https://www.sevenray.org/store.html
https://www.sevenray.org/donate.html
https://www.sevenray.org/presenters.html#
http://www.makara.us/
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teachings (earning esoteric degrees and certificates in both traditional and esoteric lines of study – an M.S.E/Esoteric Psychology,

Doctorate in Divinity/Esoteric Cosmology-ABD, and Esoteric Astrology via the University of the Seven Rays), she recognized that

these studies and their application are expressions of a comprehensive esoteric science approach for modern Discipleship and

the emergence of a Soul Culture on Earth. 

 

Today, Halina helps unfold the living powers of the Soul through her spiritual mentoring practice (as a certified Coach) and

founder of “Esoteric Advent” (Sol Invictus Universalis) – a contemplative on-line ritual and spiritual approach to Divinity drawing

from the ancient Wisdom Teachings aligned with the zodiacal rhythms of the year, the stars and liturgical seasons ~ in service of

the Heart of the Christ and the Soul of Humanity ~ arising to meet an emerging ‘new world’ demanding a truer “spirituality and

religion” that is now taking shape and form: 

 

Halina is a member of the Board of Trustees for the Seven Ray Institute (SRI) and the University of the Seven Rays (USR), is a

Member of the Board for Meditation Mount (MGI) in Ojai, CA and serves on the Board of the ILWSC.  Halina has served as the

annual International Conference Program Coordinator for the SRI-USR conferences since 2002.  She lives in the Sierra Nevada

foothills (near Grass Valley, CA) with her husband, Sheldon, and magical cat person, Alcyone (aka Little Lady).  Contact Halina at

 or  

www.EsotericAdvent.org 

EsotericAdvent1@gmail.com Halina2000@aol.com

Sheldon Hughes

SHELDON HUGHES holds a BA in Religion from Princeton University, an MBA in Organizational Behavior from NYU, and a D.D.E.

(Doctor of Divinity in Esoteric Philosophy, ABD) from the USR.  He is a member of the Board of Trustees for the Seven Ray Institute

(SRI) and the University of the Seven Rays (USR) and assists in the role of Conference and Program Coordinator.  Sheldon is a

Member of the Board of MGI (Meditation Groups International), Inc. and Meditation Mount in Ojai, CA. 

 

Professionally, Sheldon has served as an independent leadership and culture development consultant and Executive Coach.  As

the principal co-founder of Capricorn Consulting Group, for decades he has worked with high profile companies and

organizations developing a team and whole system values-based approach to business. His mission has been to assist in the

trans- formation of business and the development of soul inspired groups working for the awakening and betterment of

humanity.  Sheldon’s current interests include ‘Living the Teachings and Spiritual Livingness,’ building Soul-based Cultures,

exploring Conscious Capitalism and celebrating the emergence of the many service groups and movements inspired by the

Masters of the Wisdom. 

 

He and his wife, Halina, are part of a worldwide community of active conscious servers working largely behind the scenes to

support others in applying the wisdom teachings, and the values and principles that are the driving forces for the emergence of

the new Aquarian culture and civilization. 

 

After living seventeen years in Marin county, California, Sheldon now lives in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains with his

wife, Halina, and their little cat person, Alcyone, aka, Little Lady. Contact: capriccg@aol.com

Interbeing: The Aquarian Christ Pervading the Manifestation Process

Heidi Rose Robbins
Plenary 

HEIDI ROSE ROBBINS is an esoteric astrologer, poet, podcaster, and leader of Radiant Life Retreats. As an astrologer, she has

supported hundreds of men and women worldwide through major life transitions, spiritual crises and growth opportunities. Her

podcast, The Radiance Project, combines her love of astrology, poetry and good company. At her Radiant Life Retreats, Heidi

helps women and men live more expressive and courageous lives through counsel, poetry, writing and astrology. Her new book,

Wild Compassion, was published at the end of 2018. She has shared original poetry (some of it featured in her 2013 collection,

This Beckoning Ceaseless Beauty) at two TedX events in Los Angeles. She lives in Southern California with her husband and their

Fields of Gold: An Exploration of the Silent and Scintillating Space Woven Through All Movement

http://www.esotericadvent.org/
mailto:EsotericAdvent1@gmail.com
mailto:Halina2000@aol.com
mailto:capriccg@aol.com
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two children. Contact: www.heidirose.com 

 

Tuija Robbins
Plenary:   
Sacred Sophia and the the Tongues of Fire 

 

Service:   
Holy Spirit Healing Service 

 

Ceremonial Workshop:   
The Holy Spirit in the Ceremonial Arts

TUIJA ROBBINS, PH.D.E is an international teacher of the Ageless Wisdom and of Esoteric Ritual and Drama. She is the President

and Director of the Northern Light Society and Northern Light Mystery School in Finland; a director and faculty member of the

Morya Federation of Esoteric Schools of Meditation; a member of the Board of the Directors of the Seven Ray Institute and the

University of the Seven Rays. She is co-founder with her husband, Michael Robbins, of the Serapis College of Music, Drama and

the Ceremonial Arts. Tuija has also founded the Blue Rose Sisterhood (an occult order for women), the focus of which is to

provide understanding of ceremonial work for the growth of spiritual light, offer guidance upon the Path for women and promote

practical activity for the helping of children. Her spiritual background is in theosophy, but her interest covers all religions and

mythologies. With twenty-five years of experience in the esoteric field, Tuija has carried spiritual inspiration to people of all ages

and abilities. She uses her extensive knowledge and talent in white-magical process, ritual floor-work, choreography, dramatic-

coaching and stage direction as she works with workshop participants to help them discover their highest spiritual potential. Her

beautiful ceremonies and production have been presented at a number of international gatherings in Australia, New Zealand, the

United States and in several countries in Europe. 

 

For over twenty years she has created and conducted monthly full moon and weekly ceremonial services for preparing the Way

for the Reappearance of the Christ through group invocation and distribution of the energies of the Spiritual Hierarchy to

humanity. Much of her ceremonial work and teaching takes place in the beautiful ‘Temple of Silence’—a geometrically designed,

octagonal temple located in her spiritual center in southern Finland. Tuija is focused at this time on the promised possibility that

the Deva kingdom and Human Kingdom will achieve increased cooperation in the Aquarian Age and will eventually merge. She is

presently writing a book on this subject based on her extensive experience with the Deva Kingdom. For years Tuija has prepared

monthly letters on esoteric and mythological astrology and other esoteric subjects for the students in the Northern Light Mystery

School. One of her prominent developing interests is the ‘Esoteric Art of Mandala’ as a way of synthesizing occult knowledge and

meditative experience to assist individuals and groups to create sacred space ‘from within’. Contact: tuija.s.robbins@gmail.com

Olivia Hansen
Pre-Conference Seven Ray Workshop Facilitator

OLIVIA HANSEN is the President and Founder of both the Synthesis Foundation and the Spiritual Life TV Channel. She is a long-

time teacher and life-long student of the Ageless Wisdom Teachings, focusing on the Trans-Himalayan teachings of Master Djwhal

Khul , theosophy and a number of related streams of esoteric teachings.  Part of her work is bridging the esoteric wisdom

teachings to the awakening pubic.  Olivia speaks on spiritual consciousness, synthesis and practical wisdom for spiritual living.

 She is a sponsor and curator of conferences and gatherings, and is a member of the Evolutionary Leaders Group. 

 

Through her Synthesis Foundation and other endeavors, Olivia advances Trans-Himalayan wisdom teachings, and initiatives to

further spiritual consciousness and awareness in many fields including science, and projects for the well-being of humanity.  Her

Spiritual Life TV Channel features engaging videos that offer accessible and inspiring wisdom teachings from many spiritual

traditions. The videos show how a person can live a more spiritual, fulfilled happy life. 

 

Olivia has been lead sponsor and collaborator on many Dalai Lama events including Kalachakra for World Peace in Washington

http://www.heidirose.com/
mailto:tuija.s.robbins@gmail.com
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Speakers and Workshop Presenters

DC and the Dalai Lama’s World Peace Talk at the US Capitol, as well as Dalai Lama events in Atlanta, Bloomington, Chicago, New

York, Louisville, and Boulder, CO.  She collaborates with many spiritual teachers, progressive leaders and groups to help bring

about growth of consciousness to create a more spiritual, beneficial world for all.  She travels widely. 

www.SpiritualLifeTVChannel.com

BL Allison
Astrology Workshop 

 

BL ALLISON is a retired Human Resources and Management Analyst who worked for the federal government for 38 years before

retiring in 2012. She has been a student of the Alice Bailey books and Esoteric Astrology for over 20 years, and joined the faculty

of the Morya Federation in 2010. She works with students in the Meditation Quest and Great Quest courses as well as the Path

and Energy Quest Universal classes. She also facilitates a variety of Morya Federation student webinars, either hosting, co-

hosting, or working behind the scenes.  Contact: blallison@cfl.rr.com

Rose Bates
Workshop: 

 

 

This workshop will introduce the life and history of Alice A. Bailey – who she was, her 30 years of work with “the Tibetan” and the

priceless body of work that emerged from their association, remaining as relevant today and the distant future as it was then. We

will explore how her work came to be, the basic tenets of her teaching and a short history of the “Ageless Wisdom” in its modern

day form.  Ample time for Q&A and group discussion will follow.

ROSE BATES from an early age was attracted to the Ageless Wisdom in the form of ritual and study. She started this journey as a

child in the Rosicrucian Order, being privileged to have an active role in mystical ritual. During the crisis of adolescence, she

deeply immersed herself in the works of Alice Bailey thereby finding a wider world view with meaning and purpose to life. During

this time she also engaged in an investigation of Theosophy, Esoteric Tarot and Qabalah. Rose wants to see active expression of

Soul Life become manifest in groups and individuals, where it can transform both minds and, more importantly, Hearts (the living

Abundance of Self). 

Alice A. Bailey and Thirty Year Body of Work

fohatlife@gmail.com

José Becerra
Plenary: 

 

 

The “ideology behind the democratic ideal constitutes a response to the universality which the love of the Hierarchy prompts it to

express” (Destiny of the Nations, 22). Modern democracy is at present “a philosophy of wishful thinking and an unachieved ideal”

to be superseded by the rule of “enlightened people” who “will not tolerate authoritarianism in any church or totalitarianism in

any political system” (The Reappearance of the Christ, 164). 

 

“True Democracy awaits the time when an educated and enlightened public opinion will bring it to power; towards that spiritual

event, mankind is hastening.  The battle of Democracy will be fought out in the United States.” (The Rays and the Initiations, 746). 

 

The Plan for externalization of the planetary spiritual Hierarchy and the reappearance of the Christ includes “the presentation of

those ideas which will eventually lead to a fusion of those principles which govern a democracy and which also condition the

hierarchical method—which is somewhat different.” (The Externalisation of the Hierarchy, 575). The fusion of these principles,

Hierarchical Democracy, Agni Yoga and the Plan

http://www.spirituallifetvchannel.com/
mailto:blallison@cfl.rr.com
mailto:fohatlife@gmail.com
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and certain major and spiritual premises lying back of all efforts to formulate a “new world order” (ibid, 190), will be addressed in

this talk, as well as how the revelatory yoga of synthesis, Agni Yoga, can support “the duty and the responsibility of the disciple,

working under the inspiration of the Ashram, to "modify, qualify and adapt" the proposed plan of Shamballa (for which the

Ashrams are responsible) in connection with the coming civilisation and culture (Discipleship in the New Age II, 278). 

Dr. José Becerra, MD, MPH, FACPM.  Since his professional retirement, Dr. Becerra has become a full-time student of the four

classical disciplines (Quadrivium) of number, geometry, music and cosmology applied to solve the problems of humanity. Since

1999, Dr. Becerra has devoted his esoteric work to the study and practice of Agni Yoga (http://english.agni-yoga.org).  Dr. Becerra

has worked along with the New Group of World Servers in the fields of government, medicine, international health and

mathematical epidemiology (https://www.linkedin.com/in/jbecerramd/).

Robert J. Borel
Plenary & Workshop: 

 

 

In The Secret Teachings of All Ages, Manly Hall provides a comprehensive survey of the Western Mystery Tradition.  In the book’s

Foreword, Hall writes: 

 

“[Truth-seekers] have dedicated themselves to the mastery of life, and have perpetuated from generation to generation the

knowledge and skill they accumulated.  This body of essential knowledge is the esoteric tradition. The institutions which

perpetuated this tradition are the Mystery Schools, and the graduates of these schools are the adepts.” 

 

In his book The Reappearance of the Christ, the Tibetan Master Djwhal Khul reveals significant insights into the Mysteries of

Initiation: 

 

“The ancient Mysteries were originally given to humanity by the Hierarchy and contain the entire clue to the evolutionary process,

hidden in numbers, in ritual, in words and in symbology; these veil the secret of man's origin and destiny, picturing to him, in rite

and ritual, the long, long path which he must tread, back into the light.  They provide also (when rightly interpreted and correctly

represented) the teaching which humanity needs in order to pass from darkness to Light, from the unreal to the Real and from

death to Immortality. 

 

Under the divine will, the coming World Teacher has to reappear on Earth in visible Presence.  He has to preside over the

materialization of the Kingdom of God on Earth, and He has to re-institute the Mysteries of Initiation in such a form that they

would prove the basis of the new world religion.” 

 

These presentations provide a visual survey of the Mystery Schools, both past (Hall and other authors) and future (AAB/DK).

Topics include the Mysteries, Atlantis, Egypt, Mesopotamia, Persia, Greece & Rome, Scandinavia, Britain, the Judeo-Christian

Tradition (Kabbalah, Essenes, Gnosticism, etc.), the Americas, Freemasonry, the Rosicrucians, the Future Schools and more.  We

will cover as many of these as time allows. 

 

 NOTE: Due to copy-righted image restrictions, this presentation cannot be live streamed.

ROBERT J. BOREL holds a B. A. in English (Univ. of Texas - Austin) and a M. A. in Interdisciplinary Consciousness Studies (John F.

Kennedy Univ. - Pleasant Hill, CA).  In 1987, he worked with Dr. Michael Robbins and others in founding the University of the

Seven Rays.  Robert served as a member of the Board and the Religion Faculty.  He is currently an adjunct faculty member of the

Morya Federation.  Robert is a former Arcane School student, and has taught the Ageless Wisdom for over 40 years. 

 

Robert compiled  (Lucis Publishing Company: NY, 1985), a compilation on conscious dying from the

books of Alice Bailey.  He also created , a 900-page compilation on initiation from the Bailey books

(www.makara.us – Reference - “I” for “Initiation”). Contact: rjborel99@gmail.com

Mystery Schools:  Past and Future

Death: The Great Adventure

Initiation: Fire from Heaven

Rinaldo Brutoco

http://english.agni-yoga.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jbecerramd/
http://www.makara.us/
mailto:rjborel99@gmail.com
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Plenary via SKYPE: 
 

 

For Humanity, Homo Universalis, to survive and thrive in the decades ahead, Rinaldo Brutoco, Founder and President of World

Business Academy, will propose 7 essentials for comprehensive human thriving. He will emphasis the true and right role of

business for leading Humanity forward addressing the greater issues of today including the climate change crisis. He will share

his vision through stories and examples of Just Capital, Men’s Warehouse, Paul Pohlman and Unilever, the Global Leaders Group,

the work of the World Business Academy and the many projects he’s initiated over the years. Rinaldo will also speak about the

value of appreciating 'the positive' through the work of the Daily Optimist and his new radio program, Solutions News.

https://worldbusiness.org/

Rinaldo Brutoco is Founding President of the World Business Academy, a non-profit think tank and network founded in 1987

with the mission to educate and inspire business leaders to take responsibility for the planetary whole. Since then, the Academy

has continuously published cutting-edge articles and books that address the role and responsibility of business in relation to the

critical moral, environmental and social dilemmas of the day. 

 

Core areas of the Academy’s work include sustainable business strategies, the challenge of values-driven leadership,

development of the human potential at work, innovative best practices within new business paradigms, and global

reconstruction. In 2007 Rinaldo co-authored his most recent book, Freedom from Mid-East Oil, a leading book on energy and

climate change. He also holds patents for the design of an advanced aircraft that utilizes alternative energy and carbon fiber

technologies. 

 

A leading executive, writer, and keynote speaker for over 25 years, Rinaldo is widely recognized as a practical visionary, change

agent, and futurist. He was Co-Founder and COO of the nation’s first pay cable television operation, and CEO of one of the first

companies to offer over-the-air TV transmission of major motion pictures. He has served on the board of The Men’s Wearhouse, a

$2-billion-dollar company, since its IPO about 20 years ago and on numerous non-profit boards, including the Gorbachev

Foundation.

Heaven on Earth: More Practical than the Alternative … and Infinitely More Humane

Duane Carpenter
Plenary and Workshop: 

 

 

This presentation is based on the creation of a personalized 6-fold  ray chart done according to the 7 ray colors given out by HPB

and DK. The Colors associated astrologically with the individuals Sun, rising and the sun signs polar opposite are also added for a

more complete picture. 

 

These  6-fold ray charts of the individual disciple are also meant to give a more intuitive or 4th ray grasp of the rays and how they

may interact to create a living organism on the inner planes, an entity much greater than the sum of its parts. 

 

Light is the main theme of all initiatory experiences  and these 6-fold ray charts that will be shared is a good visual example of

who we are and what qualities of colored-light we work with and express. 

 

These 6-fold ray charts are done in concentric bands which is a better and more accurate representation of the rays according to

DK. The Tibetan speaking of the rays in relationship to color has stated. 

 

“The seven colours may be regarded as a band of seven colours circling and continuously shifting and moving through the planes

back to their originating source......  The bands of colour form a circulating ring which, moving at different rates of vibration,

passes through all the planes, circling down and up again. (LOM 212)

DUANE CARPENTER'S primary interest in the last 40 years has been the study of the 7 rays as emanations of colored light and

creative sound, his work with colored symbols is well known. He has also made many parallels between ancient Yogic traditions

and new discoveries in the quantum sciences and electric astronomy and cosmology. His primary research at this time is based

on this quote by the Tibetan found in  

  

A Center of Living Light Composed of All the Spiritual Rays

A Treatise on Cosmic Fire.

https://worldbusiness.org/
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If this Treatise serves no other purpose than to direct the attention of the more scientific and philosophical students to the study of force

or energy in man and in groups, and to interpret man and the human family in terms of electrical phenomenon, much good will have

been accomplished. The polarity of a man, of a group, and of a congery of groups, the polarity of the planets and their relationship to

each other, and of one principle to another, the polarity of the subtler vehicles, and the scientific application of the laws of electricity to

the totality on the physical plane will bring about a revolution upon the planet second only to that effected at the time of

individualization”. (TCF 714)

Sofia Diaz
Plenary Session: 

 

 

Sharing the Light that we are extending 360 degrees, 365 days a year requires a bodily awakeness to RECEIVING 360 degrees of

inward-pressing Light. This will be a participatory performance of all the wonderful Yogas to that end. 

 

Workshop: 
 

 

Absolute Love is inconceivable but utterly perceivable! The multidimensional†y of our human embodiment is the very design of

perfect love, consciousness as sovereign, moving, Light. Becoming aware of and AS this requires conductivity. This session will

offer viscerally embodied exercises of perceptivity-widening conductivity to take home.

SOFIA DIAZ is a yoga master, a lineage holder in the Balasaraswati lineage of the South Indian temple arts and a recipient of

numerous meditation empowerments in both Tibetan and Shakta Tantric traditions. She turns the body wisdom practices in

which she is empowered into accessible teachings and practices for the modern western mind. As an inspired woman

practitioner, the rigors of her practice have resulted in great clarity and expertise in the domain of Feminine Spiritual practice,

which she has been generously teaching for 30 years. Sofia holds a Bachelors Degree in dance from Mills College in Oakland,

California, and a Masters Degree in religious studies from the University of Colorado. She has most recently taught at the

Department of Somatic Psychology at Naropa University and the University of Colorado in Boulder. Sofia has also founded a

school of Hatha Yoga and sacred movement arts in Boulder, Colorado. She has published writings on yoga and sacred movement

in both academic and popular journals and travels frequently, teaching women’s yoga intensives throughout the world.

Light on Light: Humane Personal Embodiment is Christ-Heart Awakeness Now

The Perception of Christ is a Whole Body Breath

Francis Donald
Presenter for Esoteric Astrology and Seven Ray Pre-Conference workshops

FRANCIS DONALD is a professional artist, musician, and a faculty member of the Morya Federation. He offers an ongoing

monthly webinar series on the Secret Doctrine. 

 

After decades of working as a successful representational artist, Francis began painting esoteric subject matter, including a series

on the astrological signs. His artwork has appeared in numerous books and publications. Contact: oeahoo@yahoo.com

Elena Dramchini
Pre-Conference Esoteric Astrology Workshop speaker 
Pre-Conference Seven Ray Workshop facilitator 

ELENA DRAMCHINI has been a student of the Ageless Wisdom for 35 plus years with a primary focus on Astrology in all its levels

of expression. Expanding her in-depth knowledge of esoteric astrology (the astrology of the Soul), she turned to specializing in the

determination of achieved levels of Consciousness of an individual’s stage on the Path and where he/she stands in the Initiation

mailto:oeahoo@yahoo.com
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process. The Tibetan Master DK’s instructions to His disciples in the two volume set, Discipleship in the New Age (DNA I-II), were

her inspiration and provided a rich resource for her initial experimental work in these areas of study. In 2003, Michael Robbins

offered her the opportunity to take her work on the DNA disciples further, which began a collaboration to deepen their

understanding of these early disciples and the Path of Discipleship. Their work can be found on the Makara.us website. In 2013,

Elena resumed this work and began offering an ongoing webinar series on the Tibetan’s disciples through the lens of esoteric

Astrology, the Rays, the etheric centers, meditation, group work, stages on the path, the Initiatory process and the qualities to

develop, and the obstacles and struggles to overcome that lead to true Soul victories and achievements when applying the

wisdom teachings. The astro-rayological approach offers all modern students a comparative analysis for deepened study,

scientific understanding and Soul unfoldment. Recordings of these webinars can be found here on Makara. Elena is a

professional astrologer and a regular facilitator in the pre-conference Astrology Seminars for the annual international SRI/USR

conferences in the U.S. She is also a faculty member and head of The Path courses in the Morya Federation Esoteric School of

Meditation. After living 38 years in London, she moved to Slovakia, her country of birth where she continues her work and service.

Email:  ed17esoteric@hotmail.com

Steve Farrell
Plenary on Skype: 

 

 

Steve Farrell, Worldwide Executive Director for Humanity’s Team, will share his journey walking away from a Silicon Valley

technology business and lifestyle as an entrepreneur to co-founding Humanity’s Team with Neale Donald Walsch in 2003. 

 

Steve will share Humanity’s Teams journey to the United Nations in 2010 with 52,000 Oneness Declaration signatures, and the

convening of the first Global Oneness Day. Among the several programs initiated by Humanity’s Team, Steve will also share the

Conscious Business Declaration and Conscious Business Change Agent (CBCA) program for the true role of business in the

coming age. Steve will also highlight a significant initiative – the “Oneness in 12 Spheres of Life” programs created with Barbara

Marx Hubbard, designed to have worldwide impact, and which complement the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

Before Steve Farrell co-founded  Humanity’s Team  with bestselling author Neale Donald Walsch, he co-founded and led two

high-growth technology companies based in Silicon Valley in the 1990s that spanned across both the United States and Europe,

were featured on the INC 500 list, and were each operating at more than $75 million in revenue at the time of their sale. 

 

By that time, Steve was also an officer in both the Young Entrepreneurs’ Organization and the Young President’s Organization, but

he walked away from all of it when he felt a calling to instead play an active role in creating a movement that could help people

across the globe connect more deeply with the Oneness of all of Life and the Divine energy of the Universe. 

 

Steve is the Worldwide Executive Director of the Humanity’s Team non-profit organization and a member of the Evolutionary

Leadership Council.  He lives with his wife Stephanie and his two children in Boulder, Colorado. 

 

https://www.humanitysteam.org/

Humanity's Team Manifesting the Plan Today

Martha Gallahue, Sheldon Hughes, Halina Bak-Hughes, and Iris Spellings
Plenary: 

 

 

The IDEA of a United Nations serving as the Head Center for Humanity for the Good for all Life and the Earth itself has been part

of the Plan for Humanity since the beginning of the first World War 1914-1918. The Ideal of a League of Nations was developed

during the presidency of Woodrow Wilson and put forth to the victorious nations at the War’s conclusion.  However, full

agreement among the major nations, especially the United States, was not forthcoming and the planning was discontinued. 

 

Midway during the second World War, the ideal of a robust United Nations arose in the minds of Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt,

key cabinet members and advisors, and supported actively by the Spiritual Hierarchy.  With the victory over Germany and the Axis

forces, the UN Charter envisioning a world of Peace, Security and Right Human Relations was voted on and accepted by the Allied

The United Nations Anchors its Soul Though the 2030 SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) Agenda

http://makara.us/04mdr/webinars/st.html
mailto:ed17esoteric@hotmail.com
https://www.humanitysteam.org/
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nations in June, 1945 in San Francisco. 

 

The tone and manner in the present United Nations began to change with the admittance and counsel of non-governmental

organizations during the 1980’s, giving voice to global issues beyond those of any specific nation state.   

In June 1992, at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) more than 178 countries adopted Agenda 21, a comprehensive plan of

action to build a global partnership for sustainable development to improve human lives and the environment. This signified both

global thinking and an expression of the Will to Good for all. 

 

In September 2000 member states adopted the Millennium Declaration leading to eight goals to reduce extreme poverty by 2015,

known as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  In June 2015, the General Assembly began a negotiation process to

develop a post 2015 development agenda, culminating in the adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development with 17

goals at the core. 

 

The process of gaining agreement of member nations to name and begin to resolve some of the major problems, revealing

former hidden global opportunities, is a sign of the world group Soul emerging as the United Nations begins to function as the

Head Center where Purpose is Known, and Will is summoned to implement that Purpose.

Martha Gallahue is a world server focused upon the spiritual growth of the United Nations since l997.   She has served as co-

founding member of several groups there including the Spiritual Caucus, CONGO Committee on Spirituality,  Values and Global

Concerns, United Religions Initiative Circle at the UN, and Global Movement for the Culture of Peace. She has participated in

World Conferences in South Africa,  Mexico, New York City and traveled to Russia to witness to the challenges of Trafficking of

women and children. She has been Main and Alternate representative in association with both the Departments of Public

Information and Economic and Social Councils through the non-governmental organizations National Ethical Service and United

Religions Initiative .  A current student of Ageless Wisdom, she serves on the advisory boards of Source of Synergy Foundation

and Breaking Walls. Martha is a practicing psychoanalyst in private practice. She is a contributor to EsotericAdvent.org and the

new moon webinars with the 2025 World Servers Network.

Andrew Heffernan
Plenary 

The lunatic, the lover, and the poet in Shakespeare. Actor Andrew Heffernan explores the imagery and ideas of some of

Shakespeare's most passionate and dangerous talkers.

ANDREW HEFFERNAN is an actor, author, and expert in physical culture. Onstage, some of his favorite roles have included title

roles in Hamlet, Macbeth, and Henry V; Stanley in A Streetcar Named Desire; and The Bastard in King John. On television, Andrew

has appeared in Modern Family, JAG, and The Fugitive, and on film in Highway. 

 

Andrew is also a guild-certified practitioner of the Feldenkrais Method®, and the author of dozens of article on health and fitness

in magazines such as Men's Health and Experience Life, where his work has won numerous awards. His book,  ,

co-authored by Jordan Metzl and published by Rodale in 2013, spent several weeks on Amazon's bestseller list. 

 

Currently Andrew is at work on two new fitness books and a collection of short fiction. He lives in Los Angeles with his wife, Heidi

Rose Robbins, and their two children, Kate and Dylan.    

Wild and Whirling Words 
 

The Exercise Cure

andrewheffernan@aol.com

Leoni Hodgson
Plenary: 

 

 

The world has always had messengers of the lower type, all attempting to sway people to support their selfish ideology. Now with

the explosion of modern communications, the world is awash with competing ideas and ideologies and is divided into warring

Truth Versus Fake News ~ A Third Ray Phenomenon

mailto:andrewheffernan@aol.com
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camps. What is it all about? What is the Spiritual Plan behind the seemingly current mess? In this talk, Leoni examines the

messages of two avatars who came to earth to represent their group of thinkers - Abraham Lincoln and Otto von Bismarck,

drawing parallels with that period and modern life. 

 

Workshop: 
ESOTERIC HEALING: THE INFLUENCE OF THE 3RD RAY ON OUR PSYCHOLOGY, AND PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM ITS MISUSE 

 

In this workshop, Leoni describes how the effects of the 3rd Ray of Intelligent Activity – the ray that rules the form nature,

conditions our psychology, the physical body and 3rd Ray type mental and physical disorders. Famous 3rd Ray type people will be

included to aid understanding. The 3rd Ray method of healing will also be discussed.

LEONI HODGSON has studied various branches of esotericism. She is a long-term member of the Theosophical Society and Co-

Freemasonry. She has studied Esoteric Healing, Raja Yoga mind training, and has degrees from the University of the Seven Rays in

Esoteric Psychology and Esoteric Philosophy. Hodgson gained the Profession Member of the America Astrological Society (PMAFA)

in 1983, has studied Esoteric Astrology and is an accomplished Teacher and Counsellor in Astrology. Her recently completed

book, , is available in the Bookstore.  Medical Astrology: Discovering the Psychology of Disease using Triangles leoni@bigpond.net.au

David Hopper
Plenary 

 

 

As an impulse of evolution, the 10 Seed Groups were first defined by the Tibetan in the early 1930s. Its purpose is to implement a

long range plan by the Hierarchy for creating the same corresponding seed group on the physical plane to those already existing

in the Ashrams. 

 

Here in the 21st Century, the following four seed groups are providing significant influence in the political, economic and cultural

sectors to humanity: SG-1 Telepathic Communicators, SG-2 Trained Observers, SG-5 Political Observers and SG-9 Financiers/

Economists. We will examine each of these four groups in relation to their Ashramic purpose, ray energy influence, how these

seed groups currently function in the world, and the challenges they face for making lasting change towards unfoldment of the

next stages of the Plan.

David has been a student of esotericism, also called the Ageless Wisdom, since 1980. He has presented to groups expressing

various forms of the Wisdom Teachings in Arizona, California, Colorado, Washington and Russia.  In 2009, he has completed

esoteric studies with the Arcane School from the teachings of Alice Bailey and Helena Blavatsky. 

  

Through the Lucis Trust , he has published articles  on topics related to the Ageless Wisdom. In the last 5 years, he has published

 two books: “The Soul Source – A Primer for Living as a Soul” and “Subjective Influences of the 10 Seed Groups”. The Soul Source

provides a clear insight into the nature of the Soul and setting up a Spiritual Practice. His book on the 10 Seed Groups provides

insight on the primary groups that make up our civilization and their spiritual potential. He currently serves as a faculty member

for the Morya Federation:  http://www.moryafederation.net, an online Esoteric school, and makes presentations at the Seven Ray

Conference in Chandler, AZ.

Subjective Influence of 4 Seed Groups

Dana Marie House
Sacred Sound Musician and Meditation Accompanist 

 The Initiating Sound: Forerunner of the Original Thought...Manifesting the Expression of the Plan

DANA MARIE HOUSE is a quantum energy healer, musician, licensed massage

therapist, and lifetime student of the Ancient Wisdom. She has been a healer and

spiritual practitioner for many years, and now uses harmonic sounds to support

her work with subtle energies. Her primary healing instruments are crystal singing

mailto:leoni@bigpond.net.au
http://www.moryafederation.net/
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bowls, Tibetan singing bowls, tuning forks, tangas, rain sticks, and gongs. She gives

crystal bowl concerts, conducts sound healing workshops, and utilizes sound in

teaching meditation classes.  

 

Her spiritual path has taken her into deep studies of the books by Alice Bailey and

the Tibetan, Theosophy, training in various energy healing techniques, meditative

traditions and quantum energy disciplines. Dana's background includes

professional training in Reiki, Quantum Healing and intuitive counseling. More

recently she has been gaining professional training in the use of Tibetan gongs. She

works with quartz crystal singing bowls and other instruments that have

traditionally been used in contemplative practices to support healing, balance and

well-being. Contact: dcbluestar8@aol.com

Karen Johannsen
Workshop:  

     

During these changing times it is easy to feel overwhelmed and sometimes helpless. What can we do that could possibly make a

difference? Taking from David Spangler’s work on subtle energies we will explore together how to connect more deeply with the

subtle environment of our own homes. As we acknowledge and work co-creatively with these energies, we create a field of love

and support within our environment. We become conscious transmitters of this joined energetic field. Thus, we participate in and

contribute to the manifesting of the Divine Plan. In this workshop we will discuss briefly the underlying principles of subtle

energies. We will then go on an imaginary journey through our homes to practice connecting to the energetic presence of these

subtle forces.

KAREN holds a master’s degree in Transpersonal Psychology from Antioch University.  She spent many years as an elementary

school teacher in San Jose, California before entering the field of psychology in 1985.  She was in private practice as a

psychotherapist, in Seattle, Wa. from 1990 until her retirement in 2010. She spent a year training in Psychosynthesis and is a

Certified Guided Imagery Facilitator.  Her interest in subtle energies also led her to become a Reiki Master and Shen Practitioner.

 Both of these approaches are a non-invasive energy/bodywork that may be used for releasing deeply held emotions or helping

reduce stress and chronic pain.  Karen has been a student of the ageless wisdom teachings since 1985 and has studied astrology

under Michael Robbins in Copenhagen. She organized a group in Seattle to continue her astrological studies with Heidi Robbins.

This group met for two years.  Karen and William Meader were instrumental in organizing a group of 20 or more students in

Seattle to study with William.  This group has been meeting since 2004. She has also been holding full moon ceremonies in her

home and at the Theosophical Society in Seattle since 2003. Karen published her book and card deck, Full Moon Magic in 2013.

This is a tool to assist people in honoring the five days of the full moon period.  She has just completed her 2nd book, My Gentle

Musings. This is a compilation of 6 years of blogs chronicling her personal, and spiritual journey from the ages 70-76. Even though

it was written from the perspective of a woman in her 70’s the themes that are covered are universal: loss, relationships,

surrender, letting go, sex, and partnering, to name a few. Hopefully it will be in print by the time of this year’s conference. (2019) 

 

Karen’s Contact Information: 

www.theoneheart.org // https://mygentlemusings.wordpress.com // www.amazon.com/author/karenjohannsen 

Navigating the Shift

Freda Kemp
Workshop: 

 

 

This talk is designed to help reorient your views around money.  Using DK’s Reflective Meditation on Attracting Money for

Hierarchical Purposes as its source and guide, Freda Kemp provides a framework for those on the spiritual path in how to deal

with money and resources.  This talk presents a practical guide for spiritual seekers and workers and presents a unique view on

how to transform the world’s money supply and direct it to the work of the Spiritual Hierarchy.

Attracting Money for Hierarchical Purposes

mailto:dcbluestar8@aol.com
http://www.theoneheart.org/
https://mygentlemusings.wordpress.com/
http://www.amazon.com/author/karenjohannsen
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Ms. Kemp is a long-time student of Ageless Wisdom studying with the Center for Esoteric Studies. For the past four years she has

been studying with Tetrada, Ashram School of the Seventh Ray in Russia. She is an instructor and mentor with the Morya

Federation. She has written short book on the same topic – The Spiritualization of Money – A Great Spiritual Asset. Ms. Kemp

leads regular full moon meditations at her home in Toronto, Canada.  Prior to her recent retirement was a sponsorship and

fundraising specialist with the City of Toronto.

Keith LaValley
Workshop: 

 

 

The Master DK has informed us that all initiates are healers (and I have to assume actually that anyone who has placed their feet

firmly upon the Path is as well), although not all consciously practice the healing arts.  The Sufis say that "The Master enters the

marketplace empty-handed, yet everyone receives a gift." If we understand the mechanics of our esoteric anatomy and how our

various vehicles emanate prana and soul in our every interaction, perhaps we can all begin to practice healing through our

everyday life. 

 

In the Piscean Era, humanity relied upon the yogis of the Himalayas and the monks in their monasteries to contribute to and

replenish the sea of available spiritual energy from which the common man and aspiring disciple could recharge. Sacred places

upon the planet provided respite and refreshment. It may be that, as we enter the Aquarian Age, it is incumbent upon each of us

to continually restore the necessary pool of goodwill and "virtue" to heal the 'little ones'; to be living and breathing and moving

alchemical spiritual generators to radiate soul, which is health. 

 

In this workshop, we will explore the need to break out of our shells of compartmentalization to see that we are all healers, even

if we do not choose the path of conscious healing.  We will discuss how we can practically implement healing as a spiritual

practice and explore the practical mechanics of linking within to radiate without. We will examine the role of our innate

connection to each other and our surroundings through the etheric body, the web that has no weaver, which constitutes the

basis and foundation for radiatory effect; the science of resonance and entrainment. Finally, we will examine how positive

harmlessness, connecting the dots of our esoteric anatomy and invoking the energy of Love creates a spiritual, and therefore

healing, Presence. 

 

If we do not compartmentalize Radiatory Healing as simply one of the two methods DK describes as useful to the Esoteric Healer,

but see it as a spiritual practice, we can help change the atmosphere of the planet as we work to create an environment suitable

and available to the Christ as He prepares for His Return.  

My early teens were spent reading Edgar Cayce, Yogananda, Vivekenanda and Sufism and various disciplines. By late teens,

Blavatsky, Krishnamurti and ultimately AAB. 

  

Undergraduate degree: double major in Philosophy of Religion (specialization in Tibetan Buddhism) and Shakespearean Studies.

 JD In Law. Practiced as an attorney for 25 years as a Child Advocate representing young children who were sexually and

physically abused as well as representing adult individuals with physical, developmental and mental health diagnoses.  Retired

from law and earned a Masters in Acupuncture. Simultaneously enrolled in the British Institute of Homeopathy. 

 

Having realized in my teens that I had certain skills in hands on healing and medical intuition, I began studying any coursework

available, among them: USR Masters in Esoteric Healing; classes with the International Network of Esoteric Healers; Mantak

Chia/Taoist Healing Studies; Master Choa Kok Sui/Pranic Healing; Upledger Institute/Craniosacral.  Currently engaged with

individuals in the United States and Europe doing medical intuitive diagnosis and distance healing and operate a free clinic

providing Acupuncture.

Talk Does Not Cook Rice: Radiatory Healing as Spiritual Practice

Phillip Lindsay
Plenary: 

 The Three Shamballa’s:  Destiny of the Root Races
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(Plenary and workshop) 

 

Esoteric students usually think of the fabled “City of Shamballa” as a place anchored in etheric substance, somewhere in the

remote Gobi Desert. There have been however, three locations for the “planetary crown chakra” from whence “the Will of God is

known” – one location for each of the three major rootraces. 

  

These locations are in South and Central America, corresponding to the Lemurian and Atlantean rootraces, whilst the Gobi region

corresponds to our Fifth Root Race. In this presentation, Phillip will discuss these specific locations and their significance in

history, as well as the imminent re-activation of the ancient South American branch, as the Sixth Root Race unfolds over the next

25,000 years. 

The third ray of Active-Intelligence is a major ray that governs astrology, magic and history. Phillip Lindsay has been a student and

teacher of the ageless wisdom, esoteric astrology and esoteric history for over thirty years – self-employed as an astrological

counselor. 

 

Phillip is the author of fourteen books on these subjects. His website http://esotericastrologer.org is dedicated to showcasing the

leading thinkers in the world today on Esoteric Astrology and the Seven Rays. 

  

Phillip’s main method of disseminating Esoteric Astrology and the Ageless Wisdom is through his monthly newsletters – sent out

continuously for the last fifteen years, on every full moon festival, in several language translations. 

 

Phillip's long term project is the ongoing "The Hidden History of Humanity" series of books and videos. This is an area where

many significant breakthroughs have been made, taking him to many countries, investigating and filming ancient megalithic sites

that are the remnants of ancient civilisations. 

 

The Hidden History of Humanity video was released in 2017, enjoying several million views in its first year. Phillip’s voluminous

new book, "Unveiling Genesis: Mysteries of the Rootraces and Cycles" (2017) is an extensive update of the original The Hidden

History of Humanity book and a good companion to the video.

Sharon Little
Workshop: 

SHARON LITTLE has been “Improvising the Way” at this conference for several years. She is classically trained on piano and a self-

taught multi-instrumentalist. She is a Certified Improvisation Educator through Music for People (www.musicforpeople.org) and

has trained with pioneers of sound therapy/healing Fabien Maman, Don Campbell and Jonathan Beualieu,. Since leaving

classroom teaching in 1996, her eclectic career path has included photography, writer, conductor, sound therapist, managing a

farmers’ market, private music teacher and tutor. She  stepped down from a thirty-nine year career with National Music Camp of

Canada in 2016. Sharon is currently returning to her musical and creative roots, facilitating music improvisation workshops,

leading creative living retreats and helping clients connect their inner world with their outer work.  Underpinning all her work is

an undergraduate degree in Intellectual History, extensive training in Human Dynamics and more than 20 years studying the

Ageless Wisdom, including an MSE. She served on the USR/SRI Board for nearly a decade and served as Volunteer and Site

Coordinator for the conference for several years.  

Sharon in Concert

onequalitynote@yahoo.ca

Lisa Love
Workshop: 

 

 

Humanity has reached a critical juncture where different parts of humanity seem increasingly at odds with each other. AND, this

crisis has long been anticipated in the Ageless Wisdom tradition. Decades before teachings like Spiral Dynamics and Integral

outlined the psycho-spiritual evolution of humanity, the Ageless Wisdom teachings spoke about “groups of souls" who manifest

various levels of consciousness around us. What are these soul groups? What kinds of consciousness do they possess? How can

The Divine Plan and the Evolution of the Soul

http://www.amazon.com/Phillip-Lindsay/e/B007SASXRC
http://esotericastrologer.org/
https://esotericastrologer.org/newsletters/
https://esotericastrologer.org/hidden-history-humanity/
https://esotericastrologer.org/books/unveiling-genesis-mysteries-rootraces-cycles/
http://www.musicforpeople.org/
http://www.nationalmusiccamp.com/
mailto:onequalitynote@yahoo.ca
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these various soul groups exist in a more harmonious way together so that they are more likely to cooperate with the Divine Plan,

instead of opposing it?  This workshop will give an overview of this process and from an Esoteric Psychology perspective give us

the pros and cons of what we can expect. The workshop will also draw some parallels to the teachings of Spiral Dynamics and

Integral revealing how they may have actually been influenced by the writings of Alice Bailey, whether they are now aware of it, or

not. 

Dr. Lisa Love has been involved in the esoteric field for over thirty years. She is a psychologist with degrees in Marriage and

Family Therapy, Transpersonal Psychology, and Esoteric Psychology. She has also previously taught courses in Esoteric

Psychology through the University of Seven Rays. Her passion is showing the connections between the field of Esoteric

Psychology and other psychology disciplines, so that the field of psychology understands how relevant the Ageless Wisdom

teachings remain to help us understand where humanity is at and where it is headed in the future. Along these lines she has

written the book Becoming Human and is completing the follow up book Becoming Soul. 

Kathy Manker
PIPIII Workshop 

KATHY MANKER has spent many years studying and teaching the Ageless Wisdom.  She has studied with Torkom Saraydarian,

Gita Saraydarian, and the Arcane School.  She has organized and coordinated many esoteric study groups and lecture series in

the Phoenix, Arizona area.  Professionally, she is an Enrolled Actuary and a Member of the American Society of Pension Actuaries. 

She served on the national Board of Directors for the National Institute of Pension Administrators and chaired the Education and

Examination Committee which was responsible for the creation and evaluation of the professional exams for the Accredited

Pension Administrator credentials program.  She earned her BA-Ed in General Science and Elementary Education, and her MBA in

Finance from Arizona State University.  For the past 25 years she has served as the Chief Executive Officer of Arizona Qualified

Plan Services, Inc., which she just sold and has now retired.  Her first service project in her new retirement is to assist Rick Good

and Michael Robbins in doing the statistical analysis calculations in evaluating the statements on the PIP II.

Contact: gardnermanker@usa.net

with Michael Robbins

Harold Moses
Plenary: 

 

 

The language of musical harmony provides a uniquely enjoyable insight into the nature of Nature. From micro to macro,

Harmony pervades, provokes and propagates form.  Harmony, which regulates and organizes all frequencies, functions according

to some divinely efficient formulas. We will focus our attention on the audible spectrum, though the laws of vibrational Harmony

apply in all domains.  Discover why the frequencies that we hear can be understood as slow light. What does Harmony suggest

about the Universe? We will sing this revelation together!

HG MOSES is the director of the Institute of Harmonic Science, a 501c3 educational organization in Phoenix, AZ dedicated to the

physics and metaphysics of vibration. He is a member of the Mind-Body Department at Cancer Treatment Centers of America,

and a partner in Harmonic Research and Design, LLC - a company which develops devices which utilize Harmonics for health and

wellness. Contact: hgmoses@gmail.com

Fashioned by Frequencies - Light Beings and Light Becomings

Kathy Newburn
Plenary: 

 

 

Through application to Patanjali’s injunction to practice spiritual reading, the seeker on the Way comes eventually to a deepened

Spiritual Reading

mailto:gardnermanker@usa.net
mailto:hgmoses@gmail.com
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understanding of the qualities that characterize the Third Ray Lord as embodied in the six phrases given out by the Tibetan. This

talk will explore this practice and its application amidst the “jungles of the West.” 

 

Esoteric Astrology Workshop: 

KATHY NEWBURN began working at Lucis Trust in the late 1970's and has recently returned.  Kathy is also the author of 

  She lives in New York

City. www.kathynewburn.com 

The Festival Week--a Major  Spiritual Opportunity

A

Planetary Awakening:  Reflections on the Teachings of the Tibetan in the Works of Alice A. Bailey.

Niklas Nihlen
Plenary: 

 

 

The Earth is a 3rd ray planet of Active Intelligence with a 2nd ray soul of Love-Wisdom. We will look at its developments and its

place and position in the order of things. We will expose some of its Teachings in the light of the constellations and study some of

the Cycles to understand the new paradigm related to the imminent Aquarian revolution at this time of transition.

NIKLAS NIHLÉN. A PhD.E candidate in Esoteric Philosophy, MSE in Esoteric Psychology, Esoteric Astrologer, teacher, author and

researcher, Niklas serves as faculty member with the University of the Seven Rays. 

 

Author of , and the forthcoming , Niklas strives to reveal a more

complete point of view within the vast field of astro-rayological cosmology by identifying the greater Lives and the underlying

archetypal patterns of the Cosmos that are foundational to the Science of Astrology. The restoration of the Science of the

Heavens to its original beauty involves an understanding of extra-zodiacal constellations, stars, rays and planets with their

relation to man, making possible the establishing of humanity’s place on the Great wheel of Life in a more living and conscious

way. Niklas offers astrology readings and consults utilizing the ancient wisdom and the new esoteric techniques that identify true

soul intentions and the way to manifest them in life. Niklas is also a highly regarded and experienced teacher of Esoteric

Astrology and Esoteric Psychology and offers courses, presentations and webinars on these subjects. Niklas is a former Soccer

player and IT-consultant, has two children and lives in Helsingborg, Sweden. 

 

Contact: astronova@telia.com; www.thecosmicorder.com

Leaves from the Book of Heaven: the Earth chapter…

The Unseen Planets, Islands of Celestial Waters Cosmic Mystery

Antonella Nobilio
Pre-conference Presenter for Esoteric Astrology 

 

Plenary 

 

 

In this presentation, we will look at the Septenary Model as the harmonic principle and matrix for every conscious action, project,

thought-form, and group working. We will consider that planning the new solar Culture and human Order will work best in

imitation of the great Architect of Space. 

 

This basic hierarchical pattern, fusing the esoteric science of the “Seven Rays” with the Pythagorean science of Harmonics, will

increasingly lead the “new group of world servers” to orderly and causally assert the Divine Plan on Earth through the new Solar

Culture. The evolutionary Plan for the near future of Humanity can be accordingly ‘formulated’ and organized with a ‘spine’ of 7

Rays Goals inferred from the Teaching’s indications and integrated by 42 secondary Goals/Vortexes. 

 

Workshop:  
 

We will also continue to explore the heavenly directions and cycles that prepare the way toward the crucial Date 2025, and a

Planning the New Solar Culture and Human Order

Planning the New Solar Culture and Human Order

http://www.kathynewburn.com/
mailto:astronova@telia.com
http://www.thecosmicorder.com/
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“Sevenfold Formula to assert the Plan of Love and Light” will be proposed, in order to converge and focus our common efforts

and visions towards the Exteriorization of the hierarchical Plan, “in united breath and unified rhythm” with the signs of the

Heavens. 

 

The “art of composing the causes” of the Future is the Art of creation of Ideas in the World of Fire, and the art of building the

evolutionary Formulas and thought-Forms that imitate it. The incarnated human souls will progressively learn and go through this

higher Art in order to fix the new Aquarian prototypes.  The Fourth Human Hierarchy is a "coordinated cooperation toward a

common goal" and is increasingly externalizing, in order to assert and restore the Divine Plan on Earth through the new Solar

Culture.)

Antonella Nobilio will be the presenting on behalf of the Planetary System Project (TPS). She has been a researcher of Ageless

Wisdom Teachings for the last 28 years, focusing on work of Alice Bailey, Helena Blavatsky and Helena Roerich. 

 

Since 1991, Antonella has been part of an esoteric 3rd-7th Ray group currently organized as an international 'system of systems’.

This group works as a free Order that includes 49 functions and functionaries and is based on a hierarchical and harmonic model

of nature. The research of this system focuses primarily on the formulation of methods to support the embodiment of the Divine

Plan on our planet through study and application within the following disciplines: the Platonic Art of thinking, the Pythagorean

science of harmonics applied to the Seven Rays, the science of Cycles, and the science of heliocentric and geocentric

Astrology. http://blog-en.theplanetarysystem.org/

Walter Pullen
Plenary: 

 

 

The Tibetan says:  “The New Group of World Server’s needs money in large quantities.”  (DINA II, p 229). What is money exactly,

how can understanding money, and other available resources allow us to more intelligently and efficiently maneuver our creative

activities? 

 

PIPIII Workshop with Michael Robbins 

WALTER D. PULLEN is a graduate of Morya Federation's five year Quest Universal program. He is the author of "Evolution of the

Spirit: Our Journey Through the Universe", and "The Labyrinth Oracle: Cards for the Spiritual Path". He also authored the freeware

esoteric astrology software "Astrolog", and the maze generation program "Daedalus", the latter of which is a literal metaphor for

the turns and choices of our spiritual "Path". He and his wife Alanah live in Edmonds, Washington.  Walter's website:

 

Money and How to Actually Manifest the Divine Plan

http://www.astrolog.org.

Eva Smith
More information coming soon. 

EVA SMITH is an educator of the Ageless Wisdom. She holds a PhDE in the Sciences of Esotericism, which includes Psychology,

Astrology and Cosmology. Presently, she is a teacher with the Morya Federation, an on-line esoteric school. She has been

teaching since 1988 when she co-founded an esoteric school in Toronto, Canada, which was functional until 2007. Her greatest

joy is to offer knowledge that can light up another.

Iris Spellings
Plenary: 
The United Nations Anchors its Soul Though the 2030 SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) Agenda 

http://blog-en.theplanetarysystem.org/
http://www.astrolog.org/
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IRIS SPELLINGS is a lifelong student of the Ageless Wisdom.  Her background is that of an accomplished artist in the field of

photography.  Today her creativity is directed toward helping to realize the Culture of Peace and working with the United

Nations.   

 

Iris’s introduction began with Aquarian Age Community, a meditation group focusing on “The Spiritual Work of the UN and the

Liberation of Humanity”, where she also served as a Board Member.   She went on to become the main representative to the UN

for Peace Through Unity (PTU), an accredited NGO with the UN Department of Public Information, and continues to hold that

position while also serving on its Advisory Panel. 

 

A founding member of the UN NGO Committee on Spirituality, Values and Global Concerns--New York (CSVGC-NY), Iris served as

Co-Chair of the “Culture of Peace Working Group".  PTU also helped establish the Global Movement for the Culture of Peace

(GMCoP), a civil society networking initiative whose purpose is implementation the UN Declaration and Programme of Action on a

Culture of Peace.  

 

Additionally, Iris currently serves on the Council of the Spiritual Caucus at the United Nations, and on the Advisory Board of the

Source of Synergy Foundation.  She lives in New York City.   

Co-presenting via Skype

optu.ny@gmail.com

Joycelyne Traub
Workshop: 

 

 

As Lord of Civilization, the Mahachohan is responsible for creating a new culture and civilization that will balance the spiritual and

material values.  His work is to precipitate the divine ideas that will uplift matters so they can resonate with the energy of the

great Hierarchy of beings who seek externalization. 

 

This workshop will explore the role of this great Lord, and the nature of His work as a member of the Great Trinity governing our

Spiritual Hierarchy.  As the Great Architect of the Universe, the Mahachohan is building the formulas of the new culture and

civilization. We will explore how the White Magic process is a powerful method that we can use to actively, creatively and

intelligently collaborate with the Mahachohan to build the new culture and civilization.

JOYCELYNE TRAUB is a student of the Ageless Wisdom. She holds MSE degrees from the University of Seven Rays and has been a

faculty member at the Morya Federation for seven years.

The Mahachohan, the Lord of Civilization

Justin Wilkinson
Plenary: 

 

 

The Axiom of Creation, a new video by Monadic Media exploring the causal nature of the Absolute. This video will deconstruct

creation by presenting specific statements and submissions, which will arrive at the necessarily conclusions that will open up the

gates toward Infinity. Disclosure: (not for the faint of heart!  Run time 70 mins.) 

 

Workshop: 
 

 

The Hermetic axiom “As Above, So Below,” alludes to the universal code found within nature by looking at its inherent geometric

patterns, i.e. fractals, Fibonacci sequence, spirals and the Golden Ratio, etc. These wisdom teachings emphasize the Law of

Correspondences or the study of how the microcosm and macrocosm are both interconnected reflections, revealing a conscious

Universal Intelligence. At all levels of manifestation we find similar re-occurring patterns; from atom to cell, cell to man and man

to galaxy. Every system is pervaded by a more holistic system. Whatever the scale may be there are essentially three qualities to

Origins of the Infinite

The Cosmic Code
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Main Conference
The Buddha and the Christ: Radiant Wisdom, All-Pervading Love 

Tuesday, May 7, 2019 at 7:00 PM - Sunday, May 12, 2019 at 2:00 PM (MST) 
 

We heartily invite you to the 33rd International Conference of the Seven Ray Institute and University of the Seven Rays. You will recognize the Theme for this

year’s Conference as speaking to all true servers:  If we are men and women of

goodwill and also attempting to fulfill an even higher spiritual calling as members of the New Group of World Servers, we will recognize our responsibility

when we read these words in the Conference Title. We certainly looking forward to sharing in-depth meditations with you and to celebrating the power of the

Third Ray as it provides a way of reaching many people who need to be told of the Externalization of the Hierarchy and the Reappearance of the Christ—the

two greatest spiritual events on our planet at this time. 

 

Please write, call our Headquarters or register online as soon as you decide to join us.

DOWNLOAD CONFERENCE SCHEDULEDOWNLOAD CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

Morya Federation Meeting
May 2, 2019 from 2:00 pm into the evening 

  

Open to Faculty and Students of the Morya Federation (Please inform Michael Robbins, infinitize8@gmail.com, if you plan to attend)

RSVP HERERSVP HERE

Pre-Conference Ceremonial Workshop
The Holy Spirit in The Ceremonial Arts 

Pre-Conference Esoteric Astrology Workshop

be found at every state of manifestation. Life or Energy manifesting through a particular form and thereby creating a certain level

of consciousness.

JUSTIN WILKINSON began his training in video production in high school and continued with several college courses in film and

editing, before entering the workforce. Working 2 years at a Los Angeles post-production house, Justin further expanded his

skillset by learning complex frame-by-frame rotoscoping and 3D image compositing. He was quickly promoted to fulltime trainer

to over 100 employees and eventually put in charge of a compositing team. Following an internship at KJLA TV studios, Justin was

hired as interactive web editor where he learned location shooting, digitizing content and editing video footage as well as studio

production techniques. After five years as a video editor, Justin applied his skills to communicating esoteric wisdom utilizing the

evocative tools of multimedia, music, narration and inspiring artwork to engage viewers on and

. Contact: jxw8699@yahoo.com

TheAgelessWisdom.net 

Ponderonthis.net

Forerunners of the Light: Illuminating and Manifesting the Divine Plan. 

LEARN MORELEARN MORE REGISTRATIONREGISTRATION

Tuesday, April 30th at 10:00 AM and will complete by 12:30 PM, on Thursday, May 2nd

LEARN MORELEARN MORE REGISTER HEREREGISTER HERE

https://www.sevenray.org/registration.html
https://www.sevenray.org/schedule.html
mailto:infinitize8@gmail.com
mailto:infinitize8@gmail.com
mailto:jxw8699@yahoo.com
http://www.theagelesswisdom.net/
http://www.ponderonthis.net/
https://www.sevenray.org/about.html
https://www.sevenray.org/registration.html
https://www.sevenray.org/about.html
https://www.sevenray.org/registration.html
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Pre-Conference Esoteric Astrology Workshop (May 3 - May 5) 
  
Understanding and Expressing your Role in the Manifesting of the Divine Plan 

 

There is no doubt that your birth chart gives important hints about how you may best help to express your part in the Divine Plan. Saturn is the planet that

correlates directly with the Plan and its position and aspects in your chart will reveal many things about your Dharma (and also the Karma which has to be

balanced if you are to be a true representative of the Spiritual Hierarchy as you work to make the Divine Plan a reality in your life and in the life of humanity). 

Of course, your rays and the other planets are also very important. Mercury, which with Saturn is the Planet of Discipleship, will also offer its guidance, and

surely that planet which is your soul ray ruler will have its important part to play. Really, your entire horoscope points to your role as one who can illuminate

and manifest the Divine Plan. 

 

The point is, only seven years remain until the Great Hierarchical Conclave of 2025. We disciples have so much work to do before that time. The materialistic

counterforce is hard at work trying to prevent the timely expression of the Plan, and we all must work hard to make sure that the manifestation of the Plan is

not delayed. A delay of up to 300 years is possible, and perhaps more if we do not take advantage of our present opportunities and challenges. 

 

So, our International Group of Esoteric Astrologers, reinforced this year by astrologers who have not been able to attend for several years, or who are new to

our process, will, therefore, focus on The Divine Plan and You! When we succeed in aligning with the Spiritual Will, we learn that there are spiritual processes

which are far more important than fulfilling our own individual desires and preferences. We learn what it is really like to become, one day, a true hierarchical

Worker—a goal certainly shared by all of us. We learn about the beauty meaning of impersonality when we fulfill Saturn in our lives and learn to really open

the sacrifice petals of our egoic lotus. The larger, wider life looms on ahead, and, at an Esoteric Astrological Workshop like this one, we can learn to approach

and participate in that greater life. 

 

So, we really do hope that you can join us in person, as we learn what the Universal Mind indicates about the Divine Plan and how we can fulfill our part in that

Great Plan by studying our birth chart to illumine that part—for indeed each of us has such a part.

Advancing Seven Ray Seminar
Advancing Seven Ray Seminar (May 5 - May 7) 
 
Manifesting the Divine Plan Globally:  The Seven Rays in Group, National and International Relations 

 

The Science of the Seven Rays plays a profound role in the clarifying of individual spiritual psychology, but is equally potent in understanding group, national

and international spiritual psychology. Master DK’s book, “The Destiny of the Nations” and numerous pages of “Esoteric Astrology” lead us into a broader

application of the Ray Science. 

 

If we want to shed light on the Divine Plan and find our place within the groups which serve the Plan, this type of broader understanding of the group

implications of the rays must be studied, and that is what we intend to do at the forthcoming Advancing Seven Ray Seminar, during the 2019 Pre-Conference. 

Of course, we must always keep in mind our own, individual ray chart, but inevitably, we are members of groups, based upon our rays, and those groups have

certain ray objectives contributing to the advancement of the human race. We need to see the individual picture (upon the clarification of which we have been

working for a number of years) and also the larger picture—the group picture. 

 

We anticipate that our work together at the 33rd Conference will greatly expand our understanding of the group implications of the Seven Rays, and help us

better understand and express our role within the large Plans of the Hierarchy, Shamballa and the Planetary Logos. 

 

We certainly looking forward to work with you in-depth on this fascinating and ever-expansive subject. Our work will lead you to an increasing ability to

reaching as many people as possible who need to understand the energy structure of their groups and nations, all in preparation for the Externalization of the

Hierarchy and the Reappearance of the Christ—the two greatest spiritual events on our planet at this time. 

LEARN MORELEARN MORE REGISTER HEREREGISTER HERE

LEARN MORELEARN MORE REGISTER HEREREGISTER HERE

https://www.sevenray.org/about.html
javascript:;
https://www.sevenray.org/about.html
https://www.sevenray.org/registration.html
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CONTACT US

14 Rose Creek Road 

Leicester, NC 28748 

Phone: 201-798-7777 

Email: sevenray@sevenray.com 

Skype: seven.ray.institute

SEVEN RAY INSTITUTE

Seven Ray Institute is a tax exempt

501(c)(3) non-profit educational

organization. Member: Center for

Non-profit Organizations.  

The University of the Seven Rays is

a tax exempt 501(c)(3) non-profit 

educational organization

incorporated in Arizona.
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